Company Mission and Vision

Eastro Control Systems Pvt. Ltd. is one stop solution provider for all Automation solution need of customers.

Our Mission is to provide optimized and integrated solutions and services to industries using leading edge information, communication, automation and technologies.

Our Vision is to be the leader in the field of Automation solutions through regular developments, quality services and by meeting total customer satisfaction. To help our customers to achieve their business targets by adding operations intelligence.

We bring the benefits of process automation and information management to customers. We are determined to use leading edge technology, years of experience and knowledge in providing innovative solutions delivering high return on investment.
We are Provide Turn-key Automation solutions for every Industry through automation products like PLC’s, HMI, IPC, SCADA, DCS, Drives, Robotic Services and Vision systems as well as designing and manufacturing of Control Systems and Control Panels for industrial purpose.
Overview

ECS provides a wide range of services across multiple platforms which make Project Management efficient and cost effective for our Clients.

Eastro Control Systems (P) Ltd Expertise includes,

Automation

- System Integration and Support
- Robotic Support and Services
- Controls Design and Software
- Prototype and Production Build
- Motion and Drives
- Training
Automation Services

- Project Management
- Project Consulting
- Equipment Design
- Control System design
- Controls Fabrication
- Programming
  - PLC’s
  - Motion Controllers
- Factory Start-up
- Operational Improvement
- Vision Systems and Services
Robotic Services

Services
• Palletizing
• Handling
• Vision
• Welding
• Assembly
• Roller Hemming
• Dispensing

• OMRON
Vision systems and Services

- Controller
- Camera
- Lens
- Light

- Automotive and aerospace
- Medical and scientific
- Food and pharmaceutical,
- Consumer Goods
IoT

- Provide interface required for server connectivity
- IoT base software for GUI – Dash Board
- Services related to OEE reporting and logging of data
- Customized GUI
Engineering Design and Manufacturing

- Design and manufacturing of Control Panels
- Ware Housing Solutions
- Pick to Light Binning Solution
- Air Conditioner Performance tester for Automotive
Material Handling Systems
- Specializes in Automotive Assembly Shop requirements
- Airport Material Handling System
- Any Special Purpose Delivery Lines of a factory

General Industry Processes like Dairy, Bottling, Packaging etc.

Central Monitoring Systems

Process Display Solutions for Factory

Implementation of Factory Safety Systems

Any General Purpose Application
System Integrators and Traders

OMRON

OMRON Industrial Automation functions as a partner to help innovate worldwide manufacturing.

Pro-face

Human Machine Interface

Megger

ABB

Bonitron

OMRON | Pro-face by Schneider Electric | ABB | Megger | Bonitron
Product Lines and Services

- Process Automation Solutions
- Trading Products
- Simultaneous Engineering
- Engineering Manufacturing
- Services
- Manufacturing of Control Panels and Control Systems
Simultaneous Engineering for Automation Solutions

- Identify The Need
- Analysis
- Develop possible solutions
- Simulate and Checking
- Develop, Test and Evaluate
- Implement the Solution to fulfill the Need
Proud Client Base
Proud Client Base

Hindustan Unilever Limited

EATON

Hi-Tech Engineers

CEAT

TATA

TATA TECHNOLOGIES

TRW

MBR AUTOMATION

BOROSIL Klasspack

Varroc

BHARAT FORGE

ORDNANCE FACTORY BOARD

India Security Press
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